that the talented Painter must have had his organ of ideality strongly excited on that occasion.
If physic arid surgery be indivisibleidn ^themselVes^c1" from each other, how is it that we see them splitsanch splittingjinaall .directions?
The Profession appears like a congregation of variouq wild-animals around a carrion. One pecks out the eyes; another the teeth,& a third tug9 at the ears'; a fourth shews its predilection for the skin; a fifth (of the true vulture species) gorges on the liver a sixth drains the g-aW-bladder^ and> like a generous church warden, spirts its nauseous contention his> neighbours ; a seventh makes a hearty meal on the stomach ; an eighth! preferS the bladder, and, strange to say, converts gravel into gold :?in shortj'jtbere is scarcely an organ or structure of the human body, which does not iurnish a Professorship in physic or surgery?down even to the spine,: and the more crooked or carious this is, the more to the taste of the professor ofi^pi" removed, by passing a very thin file between those which are, in the greatest degree, subjected to it. These will generally be the incisores. As a very small portion only will be required to be removed, the file should be as thin as possible, and exceedingly fine. It is of the utmost consequence that the whole thickness .
of the enamel should riot be taken away from either of the teeth between which the; file is passed, but that a perfect covering of this substance should still Be preserved, to protect the bone from external agents ; and it is never to be forgotten that this operation is only to be had recourse to, as the least of two evils,^ and therefore requires care and judgment in deciding upon the propriety of its adoption. In the mode of its application also, care must be taken that th'e force ^ used'shall be so regular and moderate, as not to risk the chipping off oWractw?^ & ing of the enamel. Should a bicuspid, or even a molar tooth be already considerably diseased, it will, in many cases, be sufficient to remove it; fpr.hy'dcgices, the"othel* teeth will tend towards the vacancy, so Ss'^t^^ake bff^thsiri'mifeal'^ small a piece be used at first, and the der ciency be supplied by a second, the latter will be liable to be removed by the ?Qd in mastication. The gold is to be forced by degrees into the tooth, taking Care that the first portion is placed in contact with the bottom of the cavity, ^n4,that every succeeding portion is firmly pressed against that which preceded;
? so that every irregularity of the excavation shall be filled. If this be not atefifled to, and the whole of the gold be carelessly and slightly pressed into the,-^^ty^and the degree of force necessary to its complete consolidation, be ..after-;-, a ^^ jgiyen to the whole mass at once, it will often happen that the gold forms body, at the orifice, and a short space within it ; whilst the bottom a *J^:a*ity is left Wholly unprotected. The 
